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Kingston would like to see:�




Twenty images�
which show us what you are interested in, 
and how you think



A lot of ideas...



Visual research�
This could be as sketchbook pages







Or on individual sheets











Show us your process, some 
development of ideas and 
some finished work







An interest in Typography







Drawing is Recording: a floor plan tracking movements of students around my university 





Drawing from observation�
including life drawing 











Your personal work�
Self initiated projects /�
Experimentation (with purpose)

















Your best work, in a variety 
of media. �
This could include... �




Printmaking  �
Graphic communication in 2D / 3D �
Photography�
Moving image�
Advertising�
Digital�
Other 



Whatever you want to show 
us, try to photograph it well.





Storyboards of no more 
than 8 frames 





A short caption with each 
page can help us understand 
your work





And lastly, curiosity / 
energy / passion �
reflected in your personal 
statement 



Example Statement
       After attending one of your open days I was certain I would apply to Kingston. The students I met 

were all confident communicating their ideas, and the work displayed only reinforced the quality I had 
witnessed on Kingston’s D&AD stand last year. Coupled with frequent and prominent coverage in the 
design media, and most critically - the ideas based, broad nature of the course, I have no doubt 
Kingston offer’s the right course for me. 

       Crucial to my enjoyment of graphic design is my ability to have fun with ideas – it has been said by my 
tutors that my work has a unique, identifiable sense of humour. My work explores less obvious, 
quirkier ideas because I find these lead to more satisfying, and crucially, more interesting outcomes. 
My favourite examples would be the book I created on WWI Dazzle Camouflage, a subject that 
offered fantastic visual material, and the timeline of conflicts I have produced exploring my family’s 
dark history of murder, bigamy and deceit. 

       On my foundation course at .....................I particularly enjoy our critiques with students and tutors. 
Seeing other’s approaches to projects is always insightful and offers the chance to partake in the 
important practise of exchanging ideas, something I do constantly with my friends.  Your 2nd year 
students told me this is something Kingston embraces, which I was very pleased to hear. 

       Thank you for taking the time to view my work and I hope you will invite me for an interview.



Good luck! We look forward 
to seeing your work�
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